
Navigating Controversy as a Complex Search Task

ABSTRACT
Seeking information on a controversial topic is often a com-
plex task, for both the user and the search engine. There
are multiple subtleties involved with information seeking on
controversial topics. Here we discuss some of the challenges
in addressing these complex tasks, describing the spectrum
between cases where there is a clear “right” answer, through
fact disputes and moral debates, and discuss cases where
search queries have a measurable effect on the well-being of
people. We briefly survey the current state of the art, and
the many open questions remaining, including both techni-
cal challenges and the possible ethical implications for search
engine algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the rise of personalization and the fear that it is

creating a “Filter Bubble”, that is, exposure to a narrower
range of viewpoints [26], navigating controversy is becoming
an increasingly challenging task for search engine users and
administrators alike. On one hand, by presenting answers to
a user’s information need [7], search engines feed into con-
firmation bias and assist users - sometimes unawares - to re-
main in their own echo chambers. On the other hand, high-
lighting a controversy outright may have unintended conse-
quences. The subtle differences between fact disputes and
their interpretations, between scientific debates and moral
stands, further exacerbate these challenges.

Information has a clear effect on the choices people make.
The introduction of Fox News, a channel with clear politi-
cal leanings, was associated with a shift of 3-8% in voting
patterns in presidential elections from 1996 to 2000 towards
the channel’s opinions [8]. In the health domain, queries
about celebrities perceived as anorexic were shown to in-
duce queries indicative of eating disorders [37]. Unproven,
“quack” medical treatments often put users at risk by warn-
ing them not to heed their doctors [1, 2].

Thus, if search engines provide comprehensive information
on the different stances regarding a topic (e.g. presenting
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pro-anorexia opinions alongside anorexia treatments), this
information may nudge people towards harmful behavior, ei-
ther by exposing them to wrong or harmful information, or
because users may stop perceiving search engines as honest
brokers of information. At the same time, simply provid-
ing every result available with no qualification can also be
harmful, as disputed claims are allowed to proliferate with-
out any warning to the unsuspecting user (e.g. in the case
of unproven medical treatments).

Therefore, when a user’s information need pertains to a
controversial topic, their search task becomes complex, as
does the process of presenting the “correct” information.
Since search engines match keywords to the retrieved docu-
ments, users are often left on their own to find the language
used to describe different stances of an argument, in order
to issue queries to retrieve information about them, and to
classify the returned documents into these different views.
Should search engines help users explicitly in this process?
With concerns of life and death on the balance (e.g., in the
case of medical controversies), we should not underestimate
the impact of such choices on search engine users. Should
search engines make users aware of the different aspects of
a topic or, alternatively, censor some views?

Helping the user navigate the different opinions and stances
is a crucial part of the search engine’s role in the case of these
complex search tasks, be it implicitly or explicitly. Here we
highlight some of the issues that users may want to perform
when searching for information on controversial topics, in-
cluding seeking information on controversial topics; under-
standing different stances or opinions on such topics; and
placing results within the context of the larger debate.

When discussing “navigating controversy” as a complex
search task, there is an additional layer of complexity: be-
yond the complex task that the user herself is trying to com-
plete, complexity also stems from the search engine’s design
and algorithmic choices. It’s possible that amidst all the
websites crawled by an engine, the correct response (if one
even exists) is nowhere to be found, or is unfairly biased [34].
Should a search engine operator be concerned with civic or
ethical implications of the search results it serves on contro-
versial topics [16]? Should the user always be provided with
what they want to see, even if it can be harmful to the user,
or to society as a whole? Where should we draw the line
between presenting trustworthy information from authori-
tative sources and discounting incorrect statements, versus
presenting opinions on a moral debate?

These questions are open problems. Far from providing
the community with a “correct” answer, we’d like to open



the discussion on the case of navigating controversy as a
complex search task.

2. SUPPORTING USERS WITH CONTRO-
VERSIAL QUERIES

In order to account for users’ information needs on contro-
versial queries and modulate the results in some way, there
is first and foremost a technical challenge of recognizing that
the query addresses a controversial topic, and determining
what is controversial about it. Prior work has shown that
it is possible to create classifiers for controversial Wikipedia
pages [19, 30, 32] as well as events on Twitter [27]; recently,
Dori-Hacohen and Allan demonstrated such a classifier to
detect controversial web pages [9, 10]. Controversies can also
be detected from a query perspective, if those are available,
by finding queries that have semantically opposite meanings
[15, 35]. Additionally, some advances have been made in re-
cent years with regards to automatically detecting bias (cf.
[28]). The goal of such detection could be to inform the
user of the controversy by means of a browser extension or
search engine warning [9]. A similar approach was demon-
strated with regards to fact disputes [11], a specific type of
controversy.

Assuming one has successfully discovered that a topic
is controversial, another challenge is understanding what
is controversial about it. In the political sphere, Awadal-
lah et al. has demonstrated automatic extraction of politi-
cian opinions [4]. Sentiment-based diversification of search
on controversial topics has been proposed by Kacimi and
Gamper [18], though several researchers have argued that
controversy is distinct from sentiment analysis [4, 9, 22].
While frameworks for machine-readable argumentation and
“The Argument Web” have been implemented [5], search
engines cannot rely on widespread adoption of such tools.
Recently, Borra et al. [6] demonstrated an algorithm that
detects which topics are most contested within a given Wiki-
pedia page; these and similar advances will be needed in
order to present users with explicit stances on controversial
topics.

3. SINGLE TRUTH OR SHADES OF GRAY
Information needs vary in the number of answers to them,

both correct and incorrect. Some information needs have a
single correct answer to them, while others may have sev-
eral possible correct answers, requiring a moral judgment or
entailing an opinion, e.g. political and religious questions.
There are also questions for which there is a single scientif-
ically correct answer, but for which non-scientific responses
exist, even though they are factually incorrect. For example,
some people claim that the Mumps-Measles-Rubella (MMR)
vaccine causes autism; though studies have shown this claim
to be incorrect, it is still believed by many people.

This variation in answers requires different treatment in
each case. The simplest category is that where the infor-
mation need has a single, correct, answer, which the search
engine can provide. The second category is of questions
which have a technically correct response, but also an in-
correct one which is prevalent on the web. Recent research
by White and Hassan has demonstrated this phenomena in
web search results, and specifically in health search [34].

The last category is of questions which have several pos-
sible correct answers, among which people may choose by

making a moral judgment, for example, topics of abortion,
same-sex marriage, and other highly charged issues; reli-
gious and political questions often fall under this umbrella.
Selective exposure theory shows that people seek informa-
tion which affirms their viewpoint and avoid information
which challenges it [12]. Exposure to differing viewpoints
has been shown to be socially advantageous in reducing the
likelihood of adopting polarized views [31] and increasing
tolerance for people with other opinions [13]. These advan-
tages have led some to argue that technology could be used
to expose people to a broader variety of perspectives, for
example by modifying the display of information to nudge
people to becoming “open-minded deliberators” [13].

This reasoning has led researchers to try and inform peo-
ple of the differing views on the topics which they are read-
ing. Providing people with feedback as to how much (on
average) their reading was biased towards one or another
political opinion, had only a small effect on nudging people
to read more diverse opinions [23]. Kriplean et al. [21] de-
veloped a system for people to explicitly construct and share
pro/con lists for a political election in Washington state, but
found that opinions did not significantly change after using
the system. In another experiment, Oh et al. [25] found
that people preferred search results which were clearly de-
lineated as to their leaning. Recently, Yom-Tov et al. [35]
showed that people would read opposite opinions to theirs,
if their language model was appropriately selected. Such an
intervention had long-lasting effects on reducing selective
exposure. Thus, it is technically possible to provide people
with diverse opinions where they have sought only one, but
there still remains the question of whether this should be
the role of a search engine.

4. OPEN QUESTIONS
Several researchers have claimed that search engines have

significant political power [17]. In his book Republic.com 2.0,
legal scholar Cass Sunstein argues that a purely consumer-
based approach to Internet search is a major risk for democ-
racy [33]. One of deliberative democracy’s basic tenets, he
argues, is the ability to have a shared set of experiences, and
to be exposed to arguments you disagree with. Search en-
gines and social media are increasingly responsible for“Filter
Bubbles”, wherein click-feedback and personalization lead
users to only see what they want, serving to further increase
confirmation bias [26]. While this may seems to match in-
dividual users’ preference, the net effect on society is poten-
tially detrimental. Being exposed only to like-minded people
in so-called “echo chambers” serves to increase polarization
and reduce diversity [29].

Contrary to the common wisdom, some evidence exists
that online personalization has not increased the filter bub-
ble [14]. That said, research has shown that exposing users
to opposing opinions increases their interest in seeking di-
verse opinions, and their interest in news in general [35].
There have been suggestions to diversify search results based
on sentiment [18], though others argue that presenting the
opposite opinion would only help in some cases [3, 24]. Prior
bias of people changes the results of a search query, even
without personalization. For example, the results for the
query “what are the advantages of the MMR vaccine?” are
completely different from the results served for the query
“what are the dangers of the MMR vaccine?”. Moreover,
the way people interpret the same information is dependent



on their bias, for example in the case of gun control [20] or
bias towards vaccines [36]. Thus, if a user seeks information
on “how does MMR cause autism?”, should a search engine
inform the user of the truth, or just satisfy their information
need? One possible solution includes highlighting disputed
claims, but the user may not trust sources that don’t match
their existing worldview [11].

Since search engines (as well as their social media coun-
terparts) are increasingly the dominant medium for seeking
information and news, the question then becomes: should
search engines reflect what is on the internet and match
content to users to maximize their preference, regardless of
its truth value, or any concerns about diversity of opinion?
Where do we draw the line between fact disputes and moral
debates? Should the search engines have a civic duty, and
in that case, who decides what that duty is?

There are multiple technical challenges remaining in clas-
sifying controversial topics and extracting the opinions about
them. However, even if these technical challenges of detect-
ing controversy and stances were solved, there remains the
question of if, when and how to present these to the user,
based on their information need. As we discussed, there are
ethical concerns with a search engine taking action, but also
with inaction. It remains to be seen if users would be inter-
ested in hearing opposing opinions, or whether interventions
would be useful; and finally, it is unclear whether it is within
the search engine’s purview (or even its duty) to intervene,
and if so, how.
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